Dear Editor,

We read with interest the excellent paper authored by Rimmer et al. (1) entitled The European Position Paper on Diagnostic Tools in Rhinology. The authors are to be commended for their comprehensive, up-to-date and thorough summary of available tests in the assessment of rhinologic function. The paper describes traditional tools used in nasal airway obstruction (NAO); including subjective patient reported outcome measure questionnaires (PROMs) such as the NOSE scale; tests that are subjective to the clinician, such as clinical examination, nasendoscopy and imaging; and objective tests such peak nasal inspiratory flow (PNIF), rhinomanometry (RM) and acoustic rhinometry (AR).

Unfortunately, each of these readily available, traditional tools fail to meet several accepted criteria of an ideal diagnostic test (Table 1), as outlined (2,3). In our opinion, these limitations restrict the capacity of Rhinology to develop as a discipline founded on sound evidence-based science.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a modern scientific tool that has been gaining popularity in the assessment of rhinologic disease and in particular for NAO (4). CFD utilises the same technology used to assess the aerodynamic characteristics of racing cars and aircraft (5). Using the paranasal sinuses as a fixed model, simulation of nasal airflow, sinus ventilation and behaviour of topical drug delivery can be performed. In addition to assessing NAO in an accurate, reproducible, quantifiable, validated and clinically relevant manner that precisely identifies the site(s) of obstruction, CFD can also be used to accurately assess pressure, velocity, wall shear stress and temperature changes throughout the sinonasal cavity (6).

Therefore, CFD does not carry many of the limitations of the traditional rhinologic assessment tools, and carries significant potential in the rhinologist’s search for a new era of data-driven scientific discovery. Over the last 15 years, there has been exponential increase in sinonasal CFD publications with over 80 papers annually in peer-reviewed journals. The Society for CFD of the Nose and Airway (SCONA, www.scona.org) has held two world congresses, in association with ERS London, 2018 and Rhinoworld, Chicago, 2019. Clinical use of CFD has traditionally required collaboration between otolaryngologists and fluid dynamics engineers. However, new tools designed for everyday clinical use by otolaryngologists have been described and are currently being developed by several groups internationally (7,8).

We would respectfully suggest that the excellent position paper on Diagnostic Tools in Rhinology would benefit by including a description of CFD in any future updates or addenda.
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Table 1. Author’s suggestions for characteristics of an ideal diagnostic or screening test in rhinology.
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